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remove the preservative, they were
assembled on the test rig ..The 0.635 em
(0.25 in.) wide test gears were run in an
offset condition with a 0.30 em (O.U in.)
tooth-surface overlap to give a load sur-
face on the gear Iace of 0.28 cm (0.11
in.), thereby, allowing for the edge radius
of the gear teeth. If both faces oE the
gears were tested. four fatigue tests could
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fig. 4 - Comparison of surface (pi tring) fal igue
lives of standard ground and shot-peened car-
burized and hardened C\IM: AlSI 9310 steel spur
gears. Speed, 10 000 rpm; lubricant. sYl1thetic
paraffinic oil: gear temperature, 350 K (170° F);
maximum Hertz stress, 1.7 X 10Q N/ml (248
000 psi).

be run for each set of gears ..All tests were
run in ata pitch-line load of 1225 N/crn
('700 lb/in.) for 1 hour, which gave a
maximum Hertz stress of 0.756 X 109

N/m2 (111 000 psi). The load was then
increased to 5784 N/cm (3305 lb/tn.),
which gave a pitch-line maximum Hertz
stress oJ 1.71 X 109 N/m2 (248 000 psi).
At this pitch-line load the tooth root
bending stress would be 0.21 X 109

N/m2 (30 000 psi), if plain bending were
assumed. However, because there was an
offset load, an additional stress was im-
posed on the tooth bending stress. Com-
bining the bending and torsional mo-
ments gave a maximum stress of 0.26 X
109 N/m2 (37 000 psi). This bending
stress does not include the effects of tip
relief. which woulda1so increase the
bending stress.

Operating the test gears at 10000 rpm
gave a pitch-line velocity of 46.55 mlsec
(9163 It/min). Lubricant was supplied to
the inlet mesh at 800 cm3/min at 319 ±
6 K (116" ± 10"F). The lubricant outlet
temperature was nearly constant at 350
±3 K (170° ±5°P). The tests ran con-
tinuously (24 hr Iday) until they were
automatically shut down by the vibra-
tion detection transducer, located. on the
gearbox adjacent to the test gears. The
lubricant circulated through a 5-l"m fiber-
glass filter to remove wear particles.
Aftereach test, the lubricant and the fil-
terelement were discarded. Wet and out-
let oil temperatures were continuously
recorded on a strip-chart recorder.
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